MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Home Mother

AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF YOUR DIVINE HUMANITY
MODULE TWELVE: THE MOTHER OF SACRED LIFE

Home Mother
THE MOTHER OF SACRED LIFE

INVOCATION
You have arrived. Your journey, for now, has ended. You have crossed your
inner lands both deep and wide and returned to a familiar shore. You have
arrived home, vastly changed and still the same, to your own front door.
Ending your journey heralds your time with the twelfth Wisdom Mandala of
MotherQuest, Home Mother. She who holds the wholeness of your soul. She
knows the magnificence of your Divinity and Human complexity and is here
to help you be your authentic soul self in every place you open your heart
and call your home.
Home Mother is here to behold all of you and remind you over and over of
only one thing, that this is your sacred life and you are walking your own
spiritual path through your mothering years. It is now time for you to live
congruently as your holy self in every area of your life.
By meeting Home Mother, it now means it is now time that you are ready to
live with your whole self, awakened. No person is going to ordain you into
the Queenship of your life. No public ritual exists yet, to anoint you as the
priestess of your world. This, like all other quests, has to be an inner
awakening.
Home Mother has your sovereignty and authenticity in her core. She has
come to help you allow your true self to rise from your soul core. From this
moment on, there is no separation between your home or work life, mystical
or mundane, creative or destructive, sexual or sacred; they are one. All your
faces bare the same name, and Home Mother is here to help.
Her shadow quest will vanquish your superficiality and loss of the sacred,
while her power will help you reclaim and live as the Mother-PriestessQueen of your world. Home mother is here to activate She who is Sacred
Woman and for you to embody and walk your mothering life knowing the
Universal Wisdom of your

Divine Humanity
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She who knows her place
CONGRATULATIONS!
Your journey has ended. Your MotherQuest is complete and it is Home Mother who is here to
greet you at your journey’s end.
Your interior journey has been long, at times arduous, often confronting and certainly lifechanging. You have battled the unseen gremlins of your own underworld, you have collected
the gold of your embodied Truth, you have awakened layers of wisdom, selfhood and
storylessness and have begun to embody the sweet freedom of Universal Wisdom.
Arriving home, you are received into Home Mother’s lovingly warm embrace.
Meeting the twelfth Mother of MotherQuest heralds a time of completion, celebration and the
acknowledgement of a job well done. You have arrived home - wiser, stronger, braver and
whole.
Congratulations weary traveller, Sacred Mother Priestess. It is time for your hero’s welcome.
Welcome home! Well done.
It’s time to take off your boots and put the jug on to boil.
It’s time to integrate and contemplate who you are now at your journey’s end for soon it will
be time to share the wisdom of your MotherQuest to all…

“Only when the homemakers sees herself
as a new type of priestess and life in the household be understood
as a sacrament and so become a seed for new Mystery culture.
Ultimately this means that the work of the homemaker will
gradually become permeated with spirit,
that she will understand it as something spiritual.
Spirituality is everywhere”
- MANFRED SCHMIDT-BRABANT
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A NOTE ABOUT INTEGRATION
There comes a time after every homecoming (no matter how wanted or
unwanted the homecoming is) that dissatisfaction will rise to the surface.
Everything appears to be exactly how it used to be. At first, this is wanted.
Humans are creatures of the familiar. Comfort often comes when we see
everything in its place. Until … the familiar becomes unwanted and we
become desperate to notice anything - everything - that could have or
should have changed.
Expect this unsettling phase. It marks the time of integration, assimilation,
completion and recognition.
If dissatisfaction has started to rise within you, then it's now time for you to
be the living wisdom of your MotherQuest Journey – because you, my
darling, are, the change you have been waiting for.
But first, you have to accept how much you have changed.
You no longer do you like you use to.
The way you speak your Truth has different. The way you honour your body
has reformed. The way you have edges and boundaries have clarified and
these changes - cannot ever be unchanged. Your MotherQuest has
changed the way you do you.
Now tattooed inside your being is the mark of your own untamed sacred
femininity. You know her taste, you know her smell, you know the call of
her passionate desire and what is more you have embodied her. These
things can never be forgotten.
You now know that you never were nor ever will be broken.
You know yourself, the wholeness of your deep soul and embodied
authentic heart. You have attuned your inner frequency to your inwardly
defined spirit-led sovereign dignity. And you have found your place in the
world because of it.
Your place is where ever to choose to open your heart and with whom, how
much and when you choose to share her. You are the Priestess of your own
world and it’s Home Mother who is with you as you claim it.
Home Mother invites you - to claim your authentic integrity wherever you
choose to share it - and to live the most brilliant version of your sovereignly
inspired embodied sacred Life.
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HOME MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

YOUR SACRED EVERYDAY LIFE
Home Mother is with you now to help you discern that your place is the space
that supports you whenever you do and when you don’t feel at home or
authentic with yourself and within your world.
She is here to help you with your incarnation, that is, your spirit being birthed
through your body into your world. She is here to return you to your role as
Sovereign Mother Priestess, Sacred Woman of your world.
Home Mother is the Mother Wisdom with us when we exit from being true to
ourselves, shut ourselves down, and hide behind our masks and ego. She
holds our true self when we are blocked in the throat when we don’t speak
our truth, when we are in duplicity and when we habitually ‘be nice’ and
pretend.
She is also with us when we gracefully bless everyone within our presence.
She is with us supporting our lovingly kind beauty, our shameless sexuality
and our fiercely peace-filled power and creativity.
Home Mother’s awakening dance is the sweet celebration of our whole self
being at home within ourselves. Her opportunity is integrity, and her Power
Aspect is knowing your place. Not in the house, shackled to nurturing the
needs of others, though this is where you start all quests and pilgrimages,
rather, Home Mother has come to tell you ~ that your home is wherever you
place your heart.
On a picnic blanket, at your work desk, in your home, or wherever you open
your backpack, Home Mother has come to reconnect you with the Universal
Knowing of your Divine Humanity. To do this, she brings all previous
MotherQuest wisdom with you. She’s with you supporting you to always know
that wherever you bring your heart, you are also choosing to shine your truth,
own your world and love like a piece of art.
Once, women were priestesses.
Once upon a time, in pre-written herstory, the universe was a mother who
gave birth to the world. In these ancient times, through the cosmic womb of
the all-encompassing and potent Mother, all things were born through her
and life on Earth, no matter how short or perilous, was a gift to be treasured.
Being alive was not considered an original sin or a fall from grace. Instead, it
was considered an original blessing, an opportunity to experience all that
earthly life could give and more.
In this prepatriarchal history, women’s bodies and their cycles of life were also
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honoured. Particularly the feminine capacity to
conceive, create and bring forth life. There was
no shame in being a woman. There was no
contempt for monthly menstrual bleeding;
instead, a woman’s tendency to bleed and
ovulate on a lunar cycle was a socially coordinating science; the first recorded calendars
were menstrual markers. There was no
denigration of womanly sexuality; instead,
sexuality was known as a path to
enlightenment and the capacity for ecstasy
was considered a holy superpower.
The feminine in all her faces was revered.
The previous Mother, Lost Mother, reclaimed
your soul’s wholeness by initiating you into
Mystery and Wise Mother, Home Mother’s twin
reclaimed your wholeness to all sentient life.
Home Mother now restores the wholeness of
your feminine herstory by reclaiming your
ability to live your sacred life in every moment
of your ordinary world.
Home Mother will help you reclaim the
spiritual path of the everyday.
By reclaiming and modernising the ancient
arts of Mother/Priestess, you will give yourself
permission (if you don’t already) to truly love
that you are a soul living here and now in a
female body. Because without honouring your
female body as divine, sacred (and if not a little
magical), how can you be open to relishing the
wisdom and secrets that it holds?
Loving all of you – body, heart and soul is
imperative in the final phase of MotherQuest
because you will shape how your creative
children validate their own knowing of love,
creativity and sacredness. This is relevant to all
types of creative children. Home Mother is with
you as you reweave the powerful inner Truth of
your loving soul with every aspect of your
topside world.
Home Mother has come with arms wide open
to receive you into her loving company. You
have arrived, she says and now she welcomes
you awake and lively back into the realm of
Knowing.
It is Awakening Home Mother who stands at
the completion of this phase of your
MotherQuest, and to do this, she brings your
attention back to your home.
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HOME : YOUR TEMPLE & MINISTRY
With Home Mother, you're to learn how to be the Loving Presence, Wise Guide and Sacred
Priestess to your lover, your children, your family and your world.
It is time to reclaim Homemaker off the feminist scrap heap and honour how you keep
house, create space, prepare food, welcome and behold everyone who enters your home
and how you rear your creative children as a priceless spiritual craft.
Your home is now your temple and you, my beloved woman, are its priestess.
With the loving help of Home Mother, your attention is to turn to how you live in your home
and make every nook and cranky (cranny if you want it) of your home a place that
celebrates the sacred.
Make your home the place where you consciously create peace on earth — one person, one
relationship and one family (yours) at a time. Rather than your home being the place you
escape from the world and show your biggest ugly, your home has now transformed into
your place of holy reverence.
As people come into your home, you can show them the truth of who you through being a
priestess of your authentic reality. You can define how people treat each other, how they
speak to each other, how they care for each other. As people enter your threshold, you can
turn your ministry towards them. Once in our ancient history, receiving a guest was
considered a sacrament from God. How differently would you treat the delivery person, the
market researcher or your mother-in-law if you knew you were the Priestess of your house?
Like your heart, your home is a field of sacred resonance where you can practice being the
most real, the most loving, and the wisest and the kindest version of yourself. What has to
shift for you to view your mothering and everyday world through the lens of sacredness?
What self-dignity, meaning-making and value-rich kindness can you now stand in?
Whom could you be if you chose to give your best behaviour, your wisest counsel, your
most gracious face and your fiercest and most tender love to the people inside your home?
What could change if you saw; Every argument as an opportunity for healing? Every dish
load as an opportunity to find beauty? Every crisis as an opportunity to reground your Soul
in meaning?
You are the Priestess of your world.Home Mother is with you, helping you to be it.

“Every woman here who is a healer is a priestess.
Every woman here who is a teacher or an educator is a priestess.
Every woman here who feels in her heart that she was sent by divine mission,
by the same small voice for God that not only leads
the great religious figures on their divine mission …
no matter if it was political, or religious or educational or business, or science or
politics whatever … is a Priestess.”
-

MARIANNE WILLIAMSON PARLIAMENT OF WORLD'S RELIGIONS 2015
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SACRED QUEST

1

Quest One
Your Home : Your Temple
YOUR QUEST TASK

Restore your home to being your everyday temple by creating daily rituals that
centre your Self in Sacredness

Your first Home Mother task is to resurrect your home as a centre of sacredness.
Your quest is to now regard how you keep your home as a spiritual art form. Just
like Wise Mother taught you that your body is the temple of your soul, Home
Mother, Wise Mother's twin, is here to show you how your home is the temple of
your world.
Home Mother is with you, her hand in yours, instructing you how to live everyday life
with sacredness. She is with you, inspiring you to create daily rituals to keep your
days grounded in reverence. Sacredness means the elevation of the ordinary into
the realm of something holy.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

Saying grace or a blessing over your meals, Lighting candles at night time, placing
flowers of acknowledgement to your MotherLine altar, having your essential oils
burning with intention, and creating little places of prayer everywhere.
QUEST 3

What rituals do you need in your home to keep you centred in sacredness?

QUEST 4
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NOTES
MY DAILY HOME TEMPLE RITUALS ARE
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MOTHER : PRIESTESS OF HER WORLD
It is now time to review how at home you are in your ways and work in the world.
Home Mother’s focus has now turned to look at how embodied your divinity is within
your skin. Its time to live as the Divine Human you are. Rooted in your own embodiment
of Mystery.
Home Mother is here to help you stand at all times lovingly, cherishing and confidently
knowing who you are in glorious authenticity: A whole woman. A soul embodied in the
adult female body of a woman.
As Priestess of your world, you own:
The spirituality of your ancestry
The embodiment of your own version of what is heaven on Earth
Your birthright of Oneness and, therefore, abundance
The Spirituality of your sexuality
The pricelessness of your Love and the sanctity of your body
The Celebration of your divine capacity for creation
How to grow and explore with mindfulness and forgiveness
Universal environmental respect
Financial and sexual ethics integrity and celebration
The unlimited inner permission to have shameless unbridled desire joy and pleasure
The capacity to say Yes! To having your organic, gluten-free soul cake and eating it
too!
As Mother Priestess of your world, you can live as the embodiment of knowing that the
truth of all of us is that we are Holy sparks of the Divine. You hold both the light and dark
faces of the Sacred Mother and you have arrived back within yourself, knowing that you
are and always have been love.
Home Mother now steps you on a quest to notice every time you live out of integrity and
congruency to your inner self, who is sacred. Your task is to be the Priestess of your world.
Home Mother is with you supporting you to stay connected to your truth, your wholeness
and your wise inner love at all times. She is with you when you forget to be the Priestess
of your world, when you fall out of alignment and forget your way.
She says, "Forgetting is inevitable. But when you do remember, I am there as I was
when you forgot me, leading you gently, helping you remember to get back on the
path."
She is with you helping you be, at all times, the Mother-Priestess that you are.
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Claiming your everyday life as your Priestess Path

SACRED QUEST

Quest Two

2

YOUR QUEST TASK
Your second Quest is to become the Priestess of your family.

How can breastfeeding your baby, nursing a sick child, hearing your teenager's
confession or making love to your partner, or yourself not be sacred when it is the
task of an everyday Priestess?
Even if your breastfeeding isn't easy, you are exasperated from sleep deprivation, or
you feel unsexy or undesirable, It is still possible to find more love, more compassion
and more connection through the grace, authenticity and dignity of knowing that
it's you alone who is the Priestess of their world.
Start by noticing the tasks that you do daily that could be refreshed and reinspired
by an attitude of sacredness. Could vacuuming be the act of dispelling negative
energy? Could shopping be your way of investing value in the resources you value?
Could every time you talk to a stranger be your opportunity to extend kindness and
blessings? Could cooking meals be nourishing the souls of the people you love?

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

What could shift if you knew you were THE sacred holy, wise woman you've been
waiting for?
QUEST 4
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NOTES
MY DAILY PRIESTESSING TASKS ARE
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SACRED ACTIVISM YOUR GIFT OF CHANGE
Living as a Sacred Activist : Strong woman made for our times
Your MotherQuest journey is not only for yourself. You have a greater purpose than simply
managing your own personal growth and spirituality. Your higher purpose is to better
humanity and create a better experience of life on earth for everyone. Eventually, along
the spiritual path, a soul realises that it's personal growth and spirituality isn’t real unless
it includes e v e r y b o d y else.
Your task this month is to feel into your soul and awaken your passion for change. At the
beginning of your MotherQuest, you were told this journey would awaken your capacity
to be the change in the world you wanted to see.
Now is your chance to be it.
Sink into your heart and feel the issue that you would most like to see change in our
world. Then grab the tools you have learnt from every wisdom mandala of your
MotherQuest journey, and take action.
Make the call. Rally the protest. Pick up the plastic. Do what you can and dream and
action what you could do. This is your chance to be the strong sacred action taking
Priestess Mother Woman for your world.
The last terrain of your MotherQuest journey is now around you. These tasks will help
organise every previous Quest’s wisdom into the useable tools that complement and
celebrate your sacredness in every area and aspect of your life.
You can now live as the strong sacred woman of your community.
You are the living Mother Priestess made for our times.

"A spirituality that is only private and self-absorbed, one devoid of an authentic political and
social consciousness, does little to halt the suicidal juggernaut of history. On the other hand, an
activism that is not purified by profound spiritual and psychological self-awareness and rooted
in divine truth, wisdom, and compassion will only perpetuate the problem it is trying to solve,
however righteous its intentions. When, however, the deepest and most grounded spiritual
vision is married to a practical and pragmatic drive to transform all existing political,
economic and social institutions, a holy force - the power of wisdom and love in action - is
born. This force I define as Sacred Activism.”
- ANDREW HARVEY
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Sacred Activist : Being the Strong Woman made for our times

SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

YOUR QUEST TASK
Feel into your soul and awaken her passion for change. Think of an issue that evokes
passion within you. Make a decision to do at least three things today to affect
change in that situation.

It's now time for you to take action and be the change that you need to see. Think of
an issue that horrifies or terrifies you. What values of yours does this issue transgress?
Have you been hurt by some aspect of this issue? Have you healed yourself so you
can look at that issue and not react with personal outrage? If not, start here first. Go
to your heartbreak and heal your trauma.
Then with your empathy and compassion, ponder about the help that situation
really needs. What tools, abilities, and differences could you make or offer that could
affect lasting change? With the wisdom of your own healing and gnosis, what could
you offer if you weren't apathetic, in denial or convinced of your own powerlessness?
Anita Roddick, who created the Body Shop empire, said, "If you think you're too
small to have an impact, try going to bed with a mosquito in the room.” Even the
smallest of us can affect monumental change.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

Take your soul's desire for change to your spiritual practice and be open to Divine
inspiration. Maybe you are exactly the change that is needed in the world.
QUEST 4
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NOTES
THE CAUSES THAT TEAR OPEN MY HEART.THE THINGS I KNOW THAT COULD
MAKE THE SACRED CHANGE NEEDED ...
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A (VERY) BRIEF HERSTORY OF
WOMEN’S CIRCLES
Women have been gathering in circles for millions of years. Gathering in open fields to harvest the
seeds, gathering in circles to sift the chaff and grind the grains, gathering in circles gathering to share
the mystery of birth and the responsibility of raising their babes. Gathering in circles to hear the
wisdom of the wise ones, to warm the food and nourish their tribe.
Women also gathered in circles to be seen and to remember who they are. Once women gathered in
circles in the sunlight and the open night sky to remember their Divinity, their connection to all
things and their embodied wisdom. Once girls transitioned into womanhood with guidance and
knowledge. The mystery teachings of sexuality, menstruation, fertility, intuition and death were
commonplace. They became women in sacred circles, held by circles of generations that spiralled
out of time. Once a woman was raised knowing that sitting in circle with other women was
the safest place to come home into herself.
Women gathered in circles because, in a circle, there is no hierarchy. Everyone is visible in the centre.
There is the spaciousness capacity for truth, transparency and accountability. In the centre, there is
emptiness, or no thing, the void, the womb space … the great vastness that holds all.
Then came the time when this Knowing was intentionally taken from women and humanity. You
see, women’s circles are dangerous things to systems that wish to control personal authenticity and
sovereignty. Women were forbidden to gather together, first outdoors, then indoors. The wise women
were labelled witches and so were the midwives, the pretty ones, the different ones, the defiant ones,
the ones who held fast to the old ways.
Then the Burning Times came … they estimate nine to thirteen million women were taken, tortured,
and condemned before they were tried. Then, in the grief and pain of elderless tribes and motherless
daughters, the greatest wounding of all came; women turned on each other, and the cruelty of ‘us
and them’ became entrenched in generations.
The remnants of broken circles were forced into churches, where the circles became pew lines. God
and Divinity grew steadily higher, away from the land, women’s bodies and their capacity to create
life. Through stained glass windows and buttressed architraves, God became a single father,
reachable only through priestly ladders that lofted far above human existence, and women forgot
the ordinary sacredness of their bodies, their mothering, their sex and who they truly are… Until now.
Today, Women are rising. We are the women whose Ancestresses fought for freedom. The freedom to
speak authentically. The freedom to dance. The freedom to celebrate our menstrual bleed. The
freedom to own the way we birth. The freedom to love whom we love. The freedom to vote, the
freedom to ‘own’ our children, our property, our futures, and to be free from war. The freedom to
heal ourselves and the Earth. The freedom to choose our Authentic Embodied Spiritual Life.
We are not only the granddaughters of the witches they forgot to burn but the ancient
granddaughters of the women who did die of hunger, injustice, righteousness and sacrifice, lifetime
after lifetime. We are the daughters of the women who did what needed to be done so that women
like us the world over and our collective Great Great-grandchildren can live with more sovereignty
than we have now.
We are the women who, by the simple act of gathering in sacred circles, are the women who know
that it is our time, in humble and revolutionary ways, to reclaim and re-member our sacredness. In
sacred circles, we are the women powerfully reclaiming the simple and extra-ordinary Divinity of who
we truly are.
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Gather your circle of wise sacred women
YOUR QUEST TASK

SACRED QUEST

Quest Four

4

Create a conscious circle of sacred sisterhood and hold your self and your
community in strength, feminine wisdom and sacredness.
Imagine knowing that no matter what is happening in your world that you have a
group of woman who deeply understands you, believes in your dreams and knows that
you can achieve anything you desire.
Imagine knowing that no matter how big your problem, how grave your hurt, how
shameful or terrifying your experiences, you have a circle of women who will listen
deeply to you, without judgement, with fierce love and the most tender insight.
Imagine who you could be if you knew you had a circle of wise, wild, wonderful
women who you belonged to simply because they loved you. Imagine learning about
womanhood, life, parenting, lovemaking, grief and grieving from your shared wisdom
and stories. Imagine never feeling alone again unless you wanted to.
Well, don't imagine. Start calling them in!. The difference between a women's circle
and an ordinary gathering is the intention of sacredness and spiritual growth. The
commitment to be really seen and to see only with eyes of love. To elevate a circle of
women to sacredness you will need clear parameters you all feel safe with and agree
to, a common desire or intention and a structure that creates equity, equality and
respect. You do not need to follow a template, burn smuge, play with tarot or crystals
or do wild full moon dancing - but by all means do that if you want to!

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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GOING DEEPER
INTO HOME MOTHER WISDOM
Being a Priestess is not about wearing glittery beads or
face paint and diaphanous gowns it is standing naked in
your commitment to self-realisation and loving each and
every emanation of divinity you can be humble enough to

“I am a Priestess,
Sacred Woman of my world.
Every time I open my heart,
You enter my temple.”
- Home Mother : MotherQuest : Lhamo

see.
Being a Priestess not about how you brand yourself,
market your oils or speak spirituality catch-phrases but is
about transforming your deepest wounding into your
greatest purpose and unleashing your sacred activism to
create legacies of lasting Goodness in our world.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Being a Priestess is not about following ancient paths,
being initiated by High Priestesses or becoming spiritually

Sharron Rose - Path of the Priestess

superior and more about – disciplined and rigorous

Marianne Williamson - A Return to Love

commitment to the still small voice of the Divine Goddess

Andrew Harvey - The Hope

within you and the awakening of your sovereign knowing.

Rachel Rickets - Do Better

Which is your spiritual path that needs no validation or

Huston Smith - The World's Religions

influence from any source outside of yourself.

Felicity Warner - Sacred Oils

Being a priestess is showing up to be these things in the

Christina Baldwin - The Circle Way

middle of baby-rearing, career wrangling, teenage
wrestling and messy, imperfect life.
We are all Priestesses here, all my love

Barbara Biziou - The Joy of Family Rituals

Lhamo x
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Home Mother Prayer
write your Home Mother Prayers here ...

"God help us to change.
To change ourselves and to change our world.
To know the need for it.
To deal with the pain of it.
To feel the joy of it.
To undertake the journey without understanding the destination.
The art of gentle revolution.
Amen."

- LEUNIG
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CHECKLIST TWELVE
HOME MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Home Mother Quest and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when they're completed.

READ INVOCATION + LISTEN TO HOME MAMA MEDITATION
READ AWAKENING WISDOM NOTES
COMPLETE SECTION 1 : YOUR SACRED LIFE
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; MY HOME IS NOW MY TEMPLE
COMPLETE SECTION 2 : I HAVE CREATED MY RITUALS OF SACREDNESS
COMPLETE 2ND QUEST ; I AM THE PRIESTESS OF MY FAMILY
READ SECTION 3 : SACRED ACTIVISM
WHAT IS MY SACRED ACTIVISM? HOW AM I MAKING A DIFFERENCE?
READ ; BRIEF HERSTORY OF WOMEN’S CIRCLES
AM I READY TO CREATE MY OWN WOMEN'S CIRCLE? WHAT DO I NEED?
HAVE I FINISHED AWAKENING TO SACRED? AM I READY TO GO AGAIN?
AM I AWARE OF WHERE I ALWAYS FORGET I AM A PRIESTESS?
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"it was when I stopped searching
for home within others and lifted
the foundations of home within
myself I found there were no roots
more intimate than those between
a mind and body that have decided
to be whole."
RUPI KAUR
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